
MJ-Genie Helmet light 
Instruction



MJ-Genie product Introduction
•LED: Front Light: XP-G2*1pc , 350 lumens

•Rear lgiht: 32*SMD red LEDs, 0.3 watt      

• Left/Right lgiht: 120*SMD yellow LEDs, 0.5 watt                                                                                                      

•Working modes: 100%-50%-25%- Flash                                                                 

•Battery pack: 1*18650 Li-ion battery (7.4V 2.6AH)  

•Run time: Front light up to 11hrs, rear light up to 99hrs                       

•Weight: 426g                                                                              

•Color: Gray, Blue                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
•Rear lights with intelligent brake sensing function 

•2.4G wireless remote control, individual light control 

button 
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MJ-Genie Headlamps feature descriptions

Battery Bin: use one or two 18650 batteries, each battery can be used alone, anti-reverse function

Headlight: white LED, output 350LM, power 4.5W, lighting angle 30 degrees, angle adjustable range 20 degrees up and down.

Rear light: Red light, maximum power of 0.3W, light bright when braking.

Left/right turn signal: yellow LED, max power 0.5W, uniform distribution of light, automatically turn off  after 20 seconds' flashing.
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MJ-Genie Products Detail Show



MJ-Genie Products Dimensions
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Best weight-strength performance with 
high density EPS foam and serial types 
of arc solid frameworks. Fulfilled with 
consistence, impact will spread to the 
helmet on the frame structure.

PC&EPS integrated in one
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PC surface
Using 1.0 thick shell, smooth and delicate, 
bright decorative also increase the safety 
level 
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Lined with non-slip pad design
Lined with excellent workmanship, wide 
coverage with better quality. it's very 
comfortable to closer and stick a good 
headlamp inside and the head have very 
good effect.

Removable lining
Lined can be removable, imported Velcro, 
multipoint connection, convenient 
cleaning.
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Delicate helmet belt, cconvenient deduct, durable

Through rigorous testing standards, can 
maintain sufficient firmness, not easy to 
release and fragmentation when subjected 
to unexpected shocks.
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Pull belt slider

The slider was imported from Italy, Italian 
Precision molds has created the perfect 
function, can lock the strap when your fingers 
gently pull out .
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Sweat - absorbent foam jaw pads, washable Velcro design06
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Headlights can be plused or minused  
20 - degree rotation.
Use CREE XP-G2 maximum luminous 
flux 350lm, lighting angle 30 degrees.
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32pcs highlight SMD red LED rear light. 
Maximum output 0.5W

Highlight LED rear light design to effectively 
protect the riding safety at night when you 
riding. You can see the lights when the rear of 
the car in a hundred meters outside.
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120pcs highlight SMD yellow LED 
left/right turn signals

Tips steering, clear brightness
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 MJ-Genie Battery Charge

1. Put out USB waterproof plug and plug the 

charger USB port. It's charging if the indicator 

turns on. (Don't use helmet light during 

charging). As shown in picture Charging time 

of 1pc battery is 4.5-5 hours.

2. Fully charged if indicatorturns off. As shown 

in picture 2.
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MJ-Genie Packing List

1. Helmet light   2. Wireless remote control    3. USB cable   4. “O” Ring   

5. Screw      6. Screwdriver   7. 1*18650 battery   8. User manual   9. Warranty Card                                     


